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Abstract

Consensus Reaching Processes (CRPs) in Group Decision Making (GDM) attempt
to reach a mutual agreement among a group of decision makers before making a com-
mon decision. Different consensus models have been proposed by different authors in
the literature to facilitate CRPs. Classical CRP models focus on achieving an agree-
ment on GDM problems in which few decision makers participate. However, nowa-
days, societal and technological trends that demand the management of larger scale of
decision makers add new requirements to the solution of consensus-based GDM prob-
lems. This paper presents a comparative study of different classical CRPs applied to
large-scale GDM in order to analyze their performance and find out which are the main
challenges that these processes face in large-scale GDM. Such analyses will be devel-
oped in a java-based framework (AFRYCA 2.0) simulating different scenarios in large
scale GDM.
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1. Introduction

Group Decision Making (GDM) problems, in which multiple individuals/experts
with their own attitudes/opinions need to achieve a common solution to a decision
problem consisting of several alternatives or possible solutions, have become the focus
of a large body of research [1, 2, 3, 4]. GDM problems widely exist in diverse appli-
cation areas that require the joint participation of multiple experts, such as manage-
ment, engineering, politics and so on [5, 6, 7]. In the traditional resolution process of
GDM problems [8], the best alternative/alternatives should be chosen after each expert
provides his/her own preference over alternatives, disregarding the level of agreement
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